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Solidarity along the supply chain:
from production to retail, workers unite!

ExChains Seminar in Sri Lanka, October 2002

Working
in the Global Garment
Factory

Globalisation and its effects on the
textile and garment industries is not
new. Garments sold at the retail
level make a long journey before
they end up on display in shops.
Workers may have produced cotton
fibres in Kenya; other workers may
have spun, woven and sewn the
garments in factories in Sri Lanka,
China or Bangladesh; until they
come to be sold by retail workers in
Germany. So, Padmini, a textile
worker in Sri Lanka, Shahida, a garment worker in Bangladesh and
Ingeborg, a retail worker in Germany, all work together in what we
can call a Global Garment Factory.
While this complex system of producing garments is not new, it is
vital to create links between unions and workers from
Europe and Asia as part of the global fight against
the exploitation of workers and the eradication of
poverty.
Developing and strengthening these links was the
main objective of an exchange programme held in Sri
Lanka in September/October 2002. German trade unionists who are retail workers (of H&M, Wal-Mart, Vedes
and IKEA – ver.di Union) and workers in textile factories (IG Metall) came to meet with Sri Lankan trade

unionists who produce the goods sold in Germany or
with the textile supplied from Germany. Other participants included a Bangladeshi trade union organiser, Sri
Lankan activists, a German Journalist and trade union
organiser. A direct link was made between unionists at
Skyspan Asia, in Sri Lanka, who produce goods with
the fabric supplied by Voss-Biermann-Lawaczeck (a
sub contractor of Verseidag, now owned by Gamma –
Netherlands) where two of the German unionists were
from.
The exchange took more than two years in preparation and was organised by TIE-Asia and TIE Germany in collaboration with the Free Trade Zones Workers Union (FTZWU) – Sri Lanka, the National Garment Workers Federation – Bangladesh, and ver.di –
Germany.
Most of the garments sold in Europe are in fact produced in Asia. Garment workers are generally unmarried women, aged between 18-24 and have come from
rural areas to work in the zones, estates and urban
areas. They are largely unorganised and are perceived
by TNCs, as a cheap, flexible, compliant and an easily
manipulated workforce. They do low skilled, repetitive
jobs in unsafe and insecure conditions, face gender
discrimination and have little opportunity for skills development.
The issues faced by women workers include long
hours of work and forced overtime; inhumane restrictions such as time limits on going to the toilet; unreali1

stically high production targets; sub standard accommodation (often 6-10 women share a room, 10ft x 12ft
and cook inside the room), inadequate sanitation, electricity or running water; poor transportation and sexual
harassment both inside and outside of the factory is
common. Salaries are low. Workers’ wages generally
constitute a tiny fraction of the retail price of garments
and sportswear (between 0.5% to 4%).
Dignity of women is a big issue. Women come to
the urban areas to work, initially to raise money for their
dowries (South Asia) and support
their families economically (across
Asia). Their image in the eyes of
society is poor. It is also difficult for
them to return to their villages and
marriage ads often state “no factory
girls” or “no working girls”.
Freedom of association and the right
to organise and collectively bargain
although legal does not exist in reality. Unions are prevented from forming in most export-orientated factories, especially those controlled by
foreign investors.
The exchange program enabled workers of the Global
Garment factory from Bangladesh, Germany and Sri
Lanka to meet for the first time and discover each
other’s working situations, organising efforts and
demands. We decided to start an international cooperation with the objective of mutually supporting each
other along the subcontracting chain of the textile, garment and retail sector. We want:
✓ to raise awareness concerning the international
production chain in the textile, garment and retail
sector in the three countries;
✓ to establish concrete solidarity between workers
along the production chain;
✓ to support freedom of association and the right to
organise;
✓ to support concrete campaigns;

✓ to pressure big retail companies as such as H&M,
Wal-Mart, Karstadt and others to name their suppliers and to support the right to organise at their
suppliers.
One of the opportunities for information exchange is
this newsletter that will be published four times a year
in Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Germany and contains
information about working conditions in the respective
countries, as well as information about ongoing campaigns. We hope this will raise awareness about the
connections between the different countries and unite
workers’ demands.

For more information
Website
www.tieasia.org
www.exchains.verdi.de

E-mail
tie.germany@t-online.de
ngwf@aitlbd.net

Snapshot
of the Sri Lankan
Garment Industry

✓

The garment sector is the strongest part of the Sri Lankan economy, yet workers have few rights.
At present the garment-manufacturing sector
accounts for 69% of total industrial exports.1
Of the 7 million strong labour force, over 1 million
people are employed in the garment sector.
Young women aged between 21-30 make up the
majority of workers in the garment industry, with most
migrating from rural areas to provide an income for
their families.
Free Trade Zones (FTZs) or Export Processing
Zones (EPZs) are a key aspect of export orientated
development strategy, as promoted by the IMF and
World Bank, which is seen as central to the industrialisation or “liberalisation” of developing countries’ economy. Governments conforming to these policies
embarked on a process of trade liberalisation and provided generous concessions, infrastructure and cheap,
subservient labour to foreign investors, who established factories for export orientated goods in their
countries. This process began in Sri Lanka in 1977
under then President Jayawardena.
In this climate the main issues facing garment workers
in Sri Lanka are:

1 Central Bank of Sri Lanka Annual Report – 2001, page 43.
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✓

The non-implementation of
core ILO Conventions:
– Freedom of association
– The right to organise and
collectively bargain
✓
The non-implementation of the
fundamental right to form and
join trade unions
✓
The non-implementation of
labour law
✓
The de-regulation of labour
law
✓ The phase out of the MultiFibre Agreement and
the removal of quotas in 2005
Like most countries Sri Lanka is a signatory to ILO
Conventions No. 87 & 98 on freedom of association
and the right to organise and collectively bargain. However, because of the non-implementation of labour laws
and fundamental rights, emergency regulations, vio-

Anti privatisation and anti deregulation of labour law rally,
Colombo, October 2002

lence and intimidation of workers, these
rights are routinely repressed. Unions are
not recognised by employers and are frequently smashed to deter further organising taking place.
Labour laws as they exist on paper are
good in theory, but are not implemented in
practice. Employers routinely flout the law
with no fear of punishment. The Labour
Department is under-resourced and corruption is rife with government officials
turning a blind eye or siding with employers. Even the Board of Investment (BOI),
the body responsible for encouraging foreign investment, promotes Sri Lanka as a
country with »attractive and transparent
laws«.2
These conditions provide little room for
worker redress, with the virtual breakdown of the judiciary3, due to the prolonged civil war, though there are
peace negotiations under way between the government and the
LTTE (Liberation Tigers for Tamil
Eelam).
Another concern is the government’s push to de-regulate labour
law, in line with demands placed
on them by the IMF and World
Bank in order to receive loans.
Coupled with its rapid moves
towards privatisation, the situation
for workers appears grim.
Garment workers are also vulnerable to the phasing out of the
MultiFibre Agreement (MFA) when
quotas are removed in 2005.
There are several views on what
the impacts may be, but it is likely
there will be some job losses as
TNCs look to subcontract to other

Worker cooking in the Boarding House
countries, where wages are lower and therefore higher
profits can be made.
Transnationals Information Exchange-Asia (TIEAsia) is a non-profit, independent, regional labour network. Its regional office is based in Colombo, Sri Lanka
with programmes also in Thailand, Indonesia and
Bangladesh. TIE-Asia encourages and supports the
development of independent unions and democratic
workers’ organisations in the export orientated industries (with a focus on garment industries) of South
and South East Asia, to promote and implement the
rights of mainly women workers.

2 www.boi.lk
3 Rights: Denied! ILO Case Study, by Kelly Dent, TIE-Asia &
Anton Marcus, Free Trade Zone Workers Union, May 2002.
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Garment
Workers in
Bangladesh

✓

Bangladesh is an undeveloped and highly populated
country of 143998 km² with a population of 129.24 million. Garment manufacturing is the biggest industrial
sector of Bangladesh. The total number of garment
workers is 1.6 million, 80% are women. There are 3300
export oriented garment factories in Bangladesh and
the industry covers 76% of total
exports. The main importers of
Bangladeshi garments are the
U.S.A., Canada and the European
Union.
Though garments are the biggest
industrial sector and the highest foreign money earner of the country,
the conditions of garment workers
are inhumane.
In 1994 the government declared
the minimum wage as Tk 930
(US$16) per month and for the
skilled operator as Tk 2100 ($37).
There has been no new wage structure since that time.
Many factories did not even implement these wage
structures in the first place. Now many workers are
receiving minimum wage of Tk 800 ($14) per month.
There is no appointment letter/contract letter/
service book for the workers. Legally the workers have
the trade union rights but in practice they are not implemented.

Most workers work 14-16 hours per day and
7 days in a week. So workers can not join and
take part in trade union activities. They are isolated from their family and society. Management
force workers to do overtime, but in most cases
the overtime payment is the same as normal
wages. In some cases it is less the normal rate.
There is no job security for the workers and
no provident fund, gratuity or social security.
Management does not provide housing or transportation facilities.
Health, safety and security conditions are very
poor. Most of the factories use low quality electrical equipment and they do not check the electrical
line regularly, so fires happen frequently. Many factories do not have emergency exits, fire extinguishers
or workers’ training on fire escape procedures. During
working hours most of the factories’ doors and gates
are locked so in this tragic position, workers can not
escape and lose their lives. In the last 12 years, 252
workers have died and several thousand have been
injured in 54 fires in different factories.
In many cases workers face problems in not having
access to pure drinking water, basic sanitation and toilets. Most factories do not have a canteen or even
a separate place for eating – workers eat on the
roof, floor or stairs.
Most factories do not provide maternity leave
and childcare facilities are not available. Women
workers face sexual harassment, including rape,
inside and outside of the factories. Women workers do not get equal wages, equal promotion or
equal dignity.
Labour law and ILO Conventions are not
implemented, nor are company Codes of Conduct.
There are many problems in organising garment
workers:
1. With long and unlimited working hours and in

May Day Rally 2001, held in Dhaka City
absence of a weekly holiday, it is very difficult to meet
with workers;
2. Without an appointment letter or contract letter,
workers’ jobs are not secure, so they are always afraid
of losing their employment;
3. Most workers are women, so they have some social barriers to take part in trade union activities;
4. Workers are not aware about their rights and the
legal facilities available to them;

NGWF “Safety Day” Demonstration, Dhaka,
27th December, 2002
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5. Most workers are from rural areas and are not familiar with city life and trade union activities;
6. Most are from very needy
families so they think it is risky to
join a trade union;
7. Workers frequently migrate from
factory to factory;
8. Factory owners are the elite of
society (Ministers, ex-ministers,
M.P.s, ex-army officers, ex-civil
bureaucrats, politicians etc.) who
provide obstacles for organising,
including threatening trade union
activists;
9. The Labour Department does
not have sufficient resources and corruption exits, so it
does not take care to ensure workers’ legal rights are
upheld;
10. The government does not take any steps against
garment owners because the industry is the main foreign money earner.

The Situation
of Retail Workers
in Germany

✓

German retail is dominated by fierce competition which
drives thousands of smaller family businesses into
bankruptcy each year. It’s the workers who are paying
the price for this competition.
A lot of money can be made in retail. Some of the
richest people in Germany are retail owners, e.g.:
Werner Otto (Otto-Versand)
owning 6,6 billion EUR
Familie Brenninkmeyer (C&A) owning 3,6 billion EUR

With all these limitations and problems, the National
Garments Workers Federation is in a continuous
struggle to organise garment workers.
It is an independent, progressive trade union federation of garment workers established in 1984, with a
total membership of 20000.
The main aims of the federation are:
✓ to insure fair wages;
✓ to establish workers’ rights and human rights;
✓ to establish equal wages and dignity of women
workers;
✓ to improve the bad working conditions;
Support the movement to change this bad society.

ver.di rally against WalMart, July 2002

Madeleine Schickedanz
(KarstadtQuelle)
Otto Beisheim (Metro)
and so on...

owning 2,4 billion EUR
owning 3,7 billion EUR

(1 Euro (EUR) is about equal to 90 Sri Lankan Rupees and to
60 Bangladeshi Thaka)

In German retail, there are around 3 million workers.
Roughly 10 percent of them are union members which
is a very low rate compared to other sectors of German
economy. Over 80 percent of the retail workers are
women. As a result from destructive competition, the
retail sector is shaken by job extinction: about 250000
jobs have been lost since 1994, over half of them full
time jobs. More than 50 percent of jobs in the sector
are part time now. With the ongoing job loss in the sector, and nearly the same or only slightly decreasing
sums of money coming in by selling clothes, each worker does more and more selling work in less hours, this
means the intensity of work increases. Work intensity
has increased by 16% since 1995.
The salary of the (mostly female) workers
in retail is significantly lower than the
(male) German “average worker’s” salary.
35 to 42 percent of it goes into taxes and
social insurance. 40 to 50 percent of the
remaining net income is eaten up by housing rent. The rest is spent on insurances,
transport, telephone, radio and television
fees, clothing, medicines and food for the
workers themselves and their children.
Her salary can hardly guarantee a sales
worker an independent existence nowadays. Public opinion still dominant in Germany today, says that this is not really a
problem: don’t women just work for a little
‘extra money’, while their husbands’ salaries provide for the family income? This
opinion ignores the fact that in Germany
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one out of three marriages ends in divorce, and the
divorce rate is still growing. Besides, quite a number of
women don’t get married in the first place. So, many
women are single earners of family income, even more
so in cases when fathers don’t pay the legal allowances for their kids. Furthermore, the
sales workers don’t have enough
time: most of them have to cope not
only with work intensification in their
job, but additionally with household
and childcare. Even with a part time
job, working hours can vary
anywhere between 7 am and 9 pm.
So workers hardly find the time to
attend union meetings on top of all
this.
The crucial problem in German retail
is the erosion of collective agreements. In each region of the country,
the union and the employers’ federation bargain for
collective agreements. The former practice was that
once an agreement was established, it applied to all
workplaces, whether an employer was member of the
employers’ federation or not. In 1999, the employers
started changing their policy. Now collective agreements only apply to stores of employers who are organised in the employers’ federation. For employers who
want to reduce labour costs, it has become attractive to
withdraw from the employers’ federation and impose on
the workers wages and conditions that don’t meet the
requirements of the collective agreement (e.g. more
working hours for the same salary).
So what happens when a medium size retail business, e.g. an enterprise with a couple of big stores in different German cities, tumbles into crisis? The elder colleagues are dismissed first. They instantly slide into old
age poverty, because the pensions from a retail job are
meagre. Some younger workers have to leave, too.
The result is that the remaining workers have to work
even more because besides their own work, additional-

ly they now have to do the work of the dismissed. The
general unemployment rate in Germany amounts to
about 10 percent, over 4 million people are jobless.
Current government plans further attack the existence
of retail workers, prominently:
1. the plan to loosen restrictions of shops’ opening
hours (Saturday evening) and to allow more exceptions
to the rule of Sunday closure. Consequently retail workers will have even less time for their family and friends, less time for participation in social and political
life;
2. the plan to establish a government subsidised low
wage sector: It’s the employers who will benefit from
these jobs. For the workers this means: the number of
full time jobs providing an appropriate salary for a
decent existence will still decrease in the future. At the
same time there will be more part time jobs under low
wage conditions and with minimal social security (pension).
ver.di union is organising retail workers all over the
country, fighting these changes.
TIE Bildungswerk is part of the international labour
network TIE, a workers’ network engaged in building
and strengthening rank-and-file internationalism.
In this project, ver.di and TIE Bildungwerk are working together to help improving the working and living
conditions of workers in the Global Garment Factory.
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